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The Daily Bull is probably not suitable for those under age 18 and should not be taken seriously...

Florida Gulf Coast Fucks a
Nation
by Alex Dinsmoor ~
Highest Incarnation of the Revolutionary Comradely Love

After Sunday’s night win over San Diego State, millions
of Americans were shocked to find their brackets utterly fucked over by Florida Gulf Coast’s surprising rally
to this stage in the tournament. Through two games
that no one in the world could have predicted, for the
first time in history a 15th seeded team has advanced
to the Sweet 16 in the NCAA Division 1 tournament.
“The fact that they got this far is amazing,” one ESPN
commentator mentioned in an interview, “but what’s
more impressive is how one team can single-handedly
fuck over so many people. Even students of Florida GC
didn’t have them advancing in their brackets.”
Not only are each and every person who made a March
Madness bracket feeling depressed, but so are Las Vegas oddsmakers who collected bets on their games
believing that it was a safe bet that they would lose.
However, they too could not escape the clutches of
Florida GC’s grasp; as it is reported that losses on those
two games totaled $40 billion worldwide. When asking a anonymous sports better how they felt about
the outcome of the two games, he stated “I bet my
daughter’s entire college fund on that game. She was
planning on going to Georgetown and I felt it would be
fitting if she got a lot of extra money from them winning.
Now that it’s all said and done, I can only afford for her
to go to Florida GC now. At least they have a good
basketball game!”
This year’s March Madness has brought one benefit to
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by Evan Krettek ~ Initiate

Michigan Tech students that are pleased with the school’s
latest move to flat rate tuition will also love their next idea.
It’s called “Give and Receive” and the goal of the effort is
to “give students more opportunities to learn and grow.”
In an interview with the school board, they said that “It’s
basically just another way for us to bring in more money,
but we need to make it sound attractive to the student
body. Students just don’t pay enough tuition and we
need to get creative to rake in the big bucks.” Below is
an inside look at the details of the proposal.
The first part of this motion is giving. The proposal is
packed full of ways students can give more and more
money to Tech. The school board listed some ideas.
“First, we will encourage incoming students to take 12
credit semesters. This will keep the students here longer
and therefore pay more. Students should expect hikes in
parking passes over the next few years and ticket prices
to nearly double to $45 dollars.” Tech is also testing a
new “give” button on their home webpage. Whenever
you want to give money, just click the button and $25
dollars will be added to your student bill. When asked
if this would upset the students they said, “Well, it will
at first, but they can’t do anything about it, so they’ll get
used to it.”
A study for another way of making money is also under
way. With this, Tech would put a weed dispensary inside
of Walker, with the profits all going to the school. When
a student was asked how he felt about this, he said, “I
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Fact: A pig is a pig until it becomes a
bacon.
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I think knowing what you cannot do is
more important than knowing what you
can. -- Lucille Ball
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from Ricky on front

love this idea! It would get me to actually go to my Humanities classes. Compositions will finally be interesting!” An art
teacher also gave input saying, “Let’s be honest, none of this money is going to the humanities department, but any
way to increase student attendance is wonderful.” Students will reportedly be able to spend their dining dollars on
this as well as cash and credit.
These are changes shouldn’t come as a surprise, as the university is already making the student ID cards out of cheaper
plastic to save more money. Since the IDs are weaker, students will have to pay an additional $30 to get a new one
when it breaks (and it probably definitely will). The current rule is that students can get a new one for free after 3 years.
What the university doesn’t tell you is they won’t last that long.
But what will the students get out of it? That’s the receive part. When the board was reached for comment about this,
all they had to say was, “We haven’t come up with ways to give back to the students, but we’re working hard at it.”
Personally, I would love to see the new student ID system in effect. The school initially announced the plan for RFID
enabled IDs last year, but have no further plans to implement this. However, this will reduce the swiping of cards, which
would reduce the probability of them breaking. And there’s no room in the budget for that.

from Lucy on front

the country: condom makers nationwide have reported record sales during
the past month. When we reached Durex for comment they told us “The
people of America are thinking one thing; if they’re going to get fucked night
after night like teams like Florida GC, then they at least want protection!” K-Y
Jelly and Trojan also gave similar statements when reached for comment.
As “March Fucking Madness” unfolds on brackets nationwide, we are seeing
an ever-increasing number of individuals that “could care less” about March
Madness and are ever-more confused
by their co-worker’s distress. “I don’t
get it,” said a white collar worker from
Cleveland, OH “it’s just basketball, it’s
not like any of it really matters anyways.
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As a final act of healing, President Barack
Obama announced that March 24th will
forever be known as Bracket Remembrance Day, in which the world will
mourn those brackets that did not fare
the waters of the first few rounds of the
Tournament.
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bull@mtu.edu
shit?

When should we expect these changes? In their final statement they said, “After a good amount of discussion as well
as feedback from many students, we feel this is the right move to make and will be moving forward with this plan for
students in the fall of 2013.”

